1. An ordinance of the City of Gould prohibits “bringing a vehicle into a park.” The City has charged Casper with violating the park ordinance.

   **Facts.** Casper circled his helicopter over Pleasant Park, a park in Gould. He circled over the park twelve times, for a total time of 30 minutes, at an altitude of 400 feet. Many park-goers covered their ears due to the noise, and some left the park to avoid the noise. Some park-goers were afraid that the helicopter might crash or land in the park, but in fact the danger was never greater than the risk that any car on an adjacent street might crash through the hedge surrounding the park.

   1a. In one sentence, framing the issue in the formal (X/Y) format, state the question of law that a court must decide in order to decide whether Casper violated the ordinance. In your issue statement, be sure to designate which part of the issue statement is X and which part is Y.

   **X should count as Y because:**

   **X should count as Y because:**
X should not count as Y because: ________________________________________________

______________________________________________

X should not count as Y because: ________________________________________________

______________________________________________

Note: You have three short-answer questions among the exercises we prepare for class. They are: *If this be treason* (assigned for class #3), *The return of the ring* (assigned for class #18) and *Soaring over North Virginia* (assigned for class #23).